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ABSTRACT: The grcivdrg literature on public service distribution and 

allocation is briefly renewed with particular refermce to work on 

leisure services. The applicability of public service studies to 

suburban jurisdictions is discussed and a methodology and theory for 

such a study is outlined. The results of an empirical investigation 

in suburban South East I-Ianpshire are presented. The need for a close 

analysis of decision making by various political actors is suggested 

in order to gain a better understanding of service allocation decisions. 

Allocation is not found to systematically favour any social, political 

or spatial group, however a series of proposed new facilities are, it 

is suggested, located with little comern for territorial justice or 

positive discrimination. It is contended that the local authority 

under study allocates its leisure resources on the basis of econanic 

rather than social criteria. 



Infcroduction 

Drawing on work from a variety of disciplines, geographers have 

recently become concerned xdth the analysis of the distribution and 

allocational consequences of public service 'outputs'. Ihese may be 

defined as the activities performed and provided by local, regional 

and national governments for consunption by residents of their 

particular jurisdictional areas. The broad aim of the work presented 

here is to investigate the decision-making involved in one such public 

service concerned with leisure facilities. Consideration will also be 

given to the place of social justice in the allocation of this 

service. 

The case-study selected here is an analysis of the distribution 

of three new leisure facilities in Havant Borough, a suburban district 

of Ifenpshire. After a brief review of existing work in the general 

field of public service allocation attention will focus upon the reasons 

for the study of leisure services and then on a reflection of the 

particular characteristics of suburban areas. A theory and methodology 

for the study of resource allocation will be outlined followed ty a 

presentation and explanation of anpirical firdings. Concluding rmarks 

will concentrate on an evaluation of the methodology and its results. 

Public Services Research 

Though a comparatively recent development in geography, research into 

public services has been extensively reviewed. While Pinch (198O) and 

Burnett (198I) have emphasised geographical aspects of this research, it 

has been mainly political scientists who have attempted conprehensive 

reviews (Newton 1976; Rich 1979) of a wide variety of interdisciplinary 

research. The present review will attaipt to distinguish some major 

trends follovjed by a consideration of existing research related to leisure 

services. 

Research has been concerned broadly with 'who gets vtot, how, vhen 

and where fcy m y of public proposals, plans and policies' (Burnett 1981), 

an approach paralleled to that outlined by Smith (197^) for the study of 

irdicators of social well-being. Interest centres not only on the level 



of provision in physical tems, but also on the cost of provision ani 

the quality of provision, as well as such factors as whether provision 

is desired, and reactions to conplaints concerning provision. Services 

Wiich are examined may be classified on the basis of how th^ are 

delivered to a population; whether from static points (facilities) in 

terms of 'place specific* services, or individual delivery in the case 

of 'outreach' services (Vfolch 1979). A second geographical aspect of 

studies has been a concentration in areal variations in levels of 

provision. The scale of such work has varied from international and 

national analyses of variations in GNP (Snith 1975a) to inter- and 

intra-authority studies of small scale variations in the levels of 

provision of a myriad of services. 

Describing and mapping public service outputs is, in itself, an 

instructive and interestirg task. Its major importance is, however, 

as a preliminary to the more important work of finding and analysing 

the causes and consequences of variations in provision. 

Traditiomlly explanation of public service distributions has been 

sought in the development of measures of statistical association between 

output levels and a mde range of predominantly ecological variables, 

IVhltivariate techniques iiave been enployed, for exanple, to estimate the 

relationship between measures of park provision and social class, race, 

political power and age of neighbourhood in San Antonio (Lineberry 1977). 

Pinch (1979), has provided a fourfold sub-classification of such approaches. 

(i) Elementary descriptions of spending and staffing levels 

(ii) Studies which relate levels of provision to need in terms 

of territorial justice 

(iii) Explanatory regression models 

(iv) Comprehensive studies embracing all the previous points 

Criticism of the approach centres around the level of explanation 

offered and the drawbacks of the statistical methodology used. Explanation 

in the terms proposed is purely associational, and in no way causal, 

further analysis is needed to proceed to this level. Inevitably seme, 

possibly crucial, linkages may be neglected. Considerable debate has 

occurred over the relative importance of certain explanatory variables. 

'Political' variables, in particular, have been both emphasised (Zisk 

1972; Pinch 1978) and dismissed (Neivton 1976). Statistically problems 



have been perceived in the fact that mar%y of tte explanatory variables 

proposed exhibit considerable multicollinearity. Ihe problem can be 

circurvmted tut it is not clear how far this may affect the reliability 

of the model. 

It vas in an effort to secure a more rigorous explanation that a 

second ajpixiach developed. Drawing from Weberian sociology this approach 

etiphasised the role played ty key individuals in decision-making 

concerned vath service allocation and distribution. Itough these key 

decision-makers, comonly knovm as 'gatekeepers' or managers, have been 

defined to include elected representatives and low level officials, 

they are generall̂ r identified among higher tier local goverrment 

officers (Pahl 1979). Interaction between these gatekeepers and the 

public is inportant, but a crucial point is the control of information 

to final decision-makers which is exercised by these officials. Service 

location and levels may be seen as resulting from bureaucratic 

interpretations of officially defined decision-rules and techniques, A 

final approach employed ty researchers in this field has been the use 

of political economic paradigms. Work has sug^sted that the most 

all-embracirg approach, in terms of analysis and explanation, is to 

consider urban problems and state allocational responses by means of 

marxist analysis. Ihe approach can be further subdivided (Saunders 1979) 

to distirguish the instrumentalist approach of Cockbum (1977), which 

sees the housing crisis in Lambeth as the result of the all-pervading 

power of capital, and the more structuralist approaches of Dear (1980) 

and fra/ (1976). Both managerialist and political economic approaches 

have their critics who have draxm attention to the fascination of the 

former mth the minutiae of local goverrment structures (Dunlef-.v/ 1980) 

and the tendency of the latter to be oversimplistic in its enphasis on 

class struggle and capital. It is, hDwever, obvious that a considerable 

number of options are opm to the researcher in search of a methodology 

for the examination of public policy. Methodological purity, eclectic 

selection and amalgamating approaches have all been proposed as 

strategies for research. 

Several areas have been identified where research is inadequate 

or has been neglected. Rich (1979) has noted tliat the consequences of 

variations in provision have not been examined, variations within cities 

have received little attention, longitudinal studies are few, and there 



has been poor justification of areal bases for distribution measursnent. 

ConvQ?sely, work in separate U.S. cities by Levy, Mer gner and Wildavsky 

(197^), Jones and Kaufhian (1974) and Lineberry (1977) appears to indicate 

a general consensus that although irequality of provision is present, 

it does not systematically discriminate against aî y one group of 

individuals or 'underclass*. Burnett (1981) has suggested that a major 

problan \dth research in this field is its difuseness, practised by a 

wide variety of disciplines, published in a id.de variety of journals, its 

practitioners can often work in ignorance of vtet others are doing in 

the field, rfo systonatic statement is possible on vtet has been studied 

lAhere and how, though recent work has tended to etiphasise the explanatory 

power of the managerialist approach and has concentrated on an intra-

authority unit of studj'. Operationalization and empirical testing is 

still necessary for the Marxist approach, while specific variables in 

the ecological approach merit further investigation. 

Certain types of jurisdiction and service have been neglected by 

previous studies. Despite the trend towards the study of the micro-

variation of outputs within jurisdictions, there has been little 

consideration of the more detailed characteristics of the area in question. 

Ihe majority of studies have concentrated on jurisdictions tlriat fom 

cities in their own right in metropolitan (Pinch 1978) and provincial 

(Lambert, Webster and Pennj'' 1980; Kirby 1979) localities. Studies of 

rural authorities exist, concentrating notably on the field of public 

transport planning (Moseley 1979), but little attention has been paid 

to the servicing problems of the small provincial towns or of the 

suburban jurisdiction. In the case of suburban jurisdictions the single 

major work is ttet by Saunders (1979) on power and its consequences in 

Croydon. Croydon vjas also one of the suburban jurisdictions selected 

ty Newton (1980) in a study suggesting that a jurisdiction's position 

in the urban hierarchy was a key determinant of service provision. 

Research has also tended to concentrate on the more salient and 

problematic of public services, notably those fields Wiere public debate 

is greatest. Concentration has therefore been on social services, 

housing and education. Arguably attention should also be directed at 

other services where specified influences may equally occur at equal 

cost and with equal consequences for the quality of life of local 

residents (Moon 1979). 



Amongst the most neglected services are those concerned with leisure. 

Until recentl;̂ '' much research in this field v®.s characterised by a broadly 

positivist approach. Several themes can be distinguished. Much earlĵ  

work comprised descriptive catalogues of recreational supply mthin 

jurisdictions. This tradition has been continued in, for exanple, the 

examination of facility distribution on a ward basis Oivens and 

Young 1977). Club membership and facilities have been studied as a base 

for predicting future leisure needs (Eoothby and Tungatt 1976). Work on 

demand in leisure (Sillitoe I967; Mercer 1973) has identified characteristics 

typical of leisure participants througli the use of extensive questionnaire 

and interviev; surv%rs. More sophisticated modelling of leisure demand has 

been produced (Tapiei-o 1974) wliile predicted demand has also been used in 

the development of standards of provision such as those employed by the 

National Playing Fields Association (1974). 

A second theme of studies of leisure services, developing from work 

on demand and supply, has been research on optimising service location. 

Data on existing facility use patterns has been used to locate new 

facilities optimally (McAllister 1970). Campbell (1971) identifiec 

optimal sites in terms of accessibility and possibilities for dual-use, 

lAile Robertson (1978) used a distance-minimisation algorithm to identify 

optimal sites for new facilities in Glasgow. The problans confronting 

leisure planners form a third theme of research. Behavioural approaches 

have been used to identify variations between residents and representatives 

perceptions of adequate provision (Martin 1972), and to identify service 

areas in terms of socio-economic status (Hodges 1971). 

The theme of territorial justice has penetrated research on leisure 

services. One of the earlier examples of this was in the work of Benson 

and Lund (1969) relating expenditure on facilities with socio-economic 

indices of donand. Rirton (1971) was an early exponent of the concept 

of equity in leisure allocation. Recently work has turned towards 

examinations of socio-spatial bias in allocation policies (Gold 1972^ 

Lineberry 1977, Jones, Greenburg, Kauften and Drm 1979) but, in common 

with public service studies in general, there has been a dearth of 

research on areas other than large cities. Work in suburbia has been 

concerned only with the social role of leisure (Pahl 1965), open space 

standards (Mitchel and Lcvingood 1976) and provision in Third World 

suburbs (Mal-sadtv and Rao 1975). There is a pressing need for a 



consideration of the differential distribution of leisure facilities in 

suburbia. Problems may also be perceived in the lack of work on British 

jurisdictions J previous work being dominated by North American research. 

Other drawbacks to existing work, Wnich should be considered in the 

formulation of a methodology for the examination of leisure services, 

include the need to investigate latent dananl for facilities and not only 

danand based on existing patterns of use. Previous research has also 

tended to ignore the analysis of decision making as an explanation for 

inequitable resource distributions. Finally, there is a need to produce 

studies of 'real-world' relevance, examaning and criticising the 

application of actual council leisure allocation policies. 

Leisure services as a field of study 

The selection of indoor leisure services as a case-study can be 

traced to several factors. Leisure activity has increased rapidly in 

recent years (Sillitoe 1967). Particular growth has concentrated on indoor 

leisure activities which fom the major focus of attention in this paper. 

Collins (1974) draws attention to the notable increase in participation 

rates in squash and badminton, two major indoor sports. Tte growth of 

the leisure industry parallels, and to some extent is a result of, 

changing employment structures, the role of leisure in promoting good 

health and the place of leisure facilities in the maintenance of good 

community relations. Local authorities play a crucial role in developing 

and providing these often costly facilities. More pragnaticalJ^y, the 

selection of leisure facilities provided an opportunity to analyse a recent 

decision to build three multi-purpose activity centres for sporting and 

coramura.ty use in the study area. 

Post-war trends towards greater mobility, affluence, real income, 

educational standards and free time, and, more recently, considerable 

unenployment (Burton 1971) have increased damnd for leisure. Talcen 

together vath population growth, the increase in demand has been 

substantial but has not been backed by a corresponding increase in the 

provision of facilities. Considerable 'underprovision' exists and varies 

spatially:. Attempts to plan further provision have tended to be based on 

data relating to existing participants in the leisure arena, thus ignoring 



the latent need of those #10 could or should benefit from leisure 

provision, and perpetuating existing inequalities of provision. 

The concept of 'multipurpose use' has had benefits both in terms 

of maxdmising use and in promoting community relations. A wide range 

of activities previously housed in scattered or substandard accommodation 

may be contained in multipurpose centres operating at full capacity. In 

'coinnunity' terms centres may also provide places to meet; nodes at Which 

neighbourhoods can meet and interact. Tte naming of mary facilities as 

'village' or 'community' centres reflects this concept - which is 

particularly important in suburban areas which often consist of vast 

housing estates lacking ary focal point. 

The costs and financial returns associated mth the construction 

of indoor leisure facilities do not make commerical provision viable. 

As the facilities are, nevertheless, necessary, local authorities are 

faced with much of the responsibility for provision. Attempts can be 

made to alleviate much of the financial loss of provision by making 

grants for private organisations to provide facilities, and by including 

profitable activities, such as squash, in any developments. The actual 

legal responsibilities of authorities as regards leisure provision are 

set out in various Public Health Acts passed between I87I and 1961, the 

Open Space Act 1906, Physical Training and Recreation Acts 1937 and 1958 

and the 1972 Local Goverrrnent Act. The proceeds of Civic Lotteries are 

ore frequent source ky which councils may increase the finance available 

for leisure service provision. 

Suburbia as a field of study 

The responsibility of local authorities for leisure service provision 

in suburbia poses particular problems. Though facility provision may be 

gemrally characterised as inadequate (Pearson 1977) the problem in 

suburbia relates particularly to a time-lag. Suburbs, by their nature, 

Irave youthful populations with high expectations in terms of leisure 

facility provision. Tlie construction of provision is, however, a low 

priority task when compared with other services, so leisure developments 

generally occur some time after the completion of existing housing 

developments. It therefore becomes an instructive exercise to examine the 



characteristics of the neighbourhoods to vjhich local authorities 

ultimately decide to allocate resources. 

The spatial structure of suburbia is of considerable relevance to 

the study of public services in gereral, as well as leisure services 

in particular. Suburbs, situated on the urban fringe, are created by 

progressive development of the country/side as people choose to live 

further fron central citie§ a pattern made possible ty increased 

affluence and inproved trareport technology (Jol-mston 1980), Ihis 

development of fringe areas of cities brings small towns and villages 

into the suburban area. These once separate comiunities form the basis 

of different, often spatially separate, neighbourhoods within the 

suburb with varying or carpeting service needs. Developir^ around 

these initial nodes, and on the edge of the parent city are private 

and public housing estates. The former, speculatively built for 

maximum profit, are often totally lacking in any fom of social 

facility as residents are felt to be able to travel or afford private 

facilities. Public housing estates can be subdivided into estates of 

the suburban jurisdiction and overfill estates of one-time city 

residents, decanted from the nearby town. In both cases elanents of 

planned leisure provision are likely to exist, but provision often 

takes place after a substantial time lag. In the case of overspill 

estates another problem for service provision is the fact tliat such 

areas pay rent to the jurisdiction from which overspill occurs. As 

a consequence, though the suburban authority is, as rate-receiver, 

responsible for service provision, there is no access to the overspill 

estate housing stock. A considerable debate therefore naturally exists 

over the service status of overspill estates in suburbia. 

Socially British suburbs are far from the high status areas of 

American î ythology (Domldson 1969). Though private estates are 

generally inhabited by white-collar residents, a class continuum can 

be discovered moving through the middle class areas of early suburban 

developments and old villages to the lower status local authority 

estates. This social structure is paralleled ty the political structure. 

Though broadly Conservative areas, suburbs also contain Labour enclaves 

on local authority estates and some non-partisan representation. 

Suburbs, therefore, are areas of high demand for leisure services, 
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yet thqj' are also areas with considerable potential for conflict over 

the distribution of resources. The local authority is responsible for 

developing an adequate level of resources from a rural legacy of low 

provision; rivalry for service allocation between different social and 

political groups must also be satisfied as must conflict between the 

spatial sub-areas of jurisdictions. 

Ihe study area, Havant Borough in South East Hampshire, is a 

typical exanple of a suburban jurisdiction experiencing many of the 

problems outlined above. The area, which has experienced one of the 

fastest population growtlis in the UK, conprises four district sub-

areas, separated by open country, namely the island resort of Hayling, 

the one-time small towns of Havant and Qnsworth and the ribbon 

development of Waterlooville along the A3 London-Portsmouth road (Fig. l). 

Havant Borough owns considerable local authority housing stock, but 

a major future of the Borough is three large overspill estates owned 

ty Portsmouth City Council. Private housing estates are also vjdII 

represented in the Waterlooville area. The highest status areas of 

the Borough are in Havant, Bnsworth and West Hay ling, while the 

Portsmouth City Council Leigh Park estate is lowest (Fig. 2 ). The 

political complexion of the area mirrors this distribution with Leigh 

Park returning Labour party representatives (Pig. 3 ). 

Irrioor leisure provision in Havant Borough is inadequate (H.B.C. 

1975). Existirg provision is overwhelmingly by private agencies - the 

church and comnunity associations - with, until recently, little 

involvement by the local authority. In the analysis of the locations 

selected for activity centres it will be necessary to consider the 

distribution of existing facilities which contain activities which 

could be accomodated in the centres. 

Local pressure over poor provision (News, June 1978) and a Sports 

Council recoimiendation for more facilities led to an examination of 

financial resources to determine the finance available for facility 

construction. It m s found that £350,000 was available in the 

revenue budget of the Recreation and Amenities Conmittee. This was 

earmarked for "... the erection of three multi-purpose activity centres 

of flexible design." Sites were chosen in Hayling. Stakes and Cowplain 

by the Borough councillors after a year long decision making process. 
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Despite rumours of the proposals being cut; development has now 

coimienced on two of the sites a M the scheme seans likely to be 

successfully carpleted. An enpirical evaluation of this schane forms 

the remainder of the paper. 

Theoretical and methodological considerations 

Hie approach to be adopted here is an analysis of who has benefitted 

from existing distributions, who will benefit frcm the new facilities, 

ani an evaluation of the role of the local authority in allocation. This 

evaluation will be theoretically grounded in the concept of territorial 

justice in allocation, that is allocation according to need, and in the 

view that the controlling role in allocation is played by key officials 

in the council bureaucracy and elected representative of the various 

political wards of Ilavant Borough. Allocational priorities, to be ccaipared 

with the proposed allocation, will be outlined, conforming not only to 

territorial justice, but also to the need for positive discrimination 

redistributing leisure services to those social, political and spa-:ial 

groups vjhich have previously failed to benefit from allocation. 

Ihis MonHitive approach to the analysis of leisure services inplies 

the need to subdivide the area subject to analysis. Subdivision on the 

basis of wards is crucial in a consideration of the role played by elected 

representatives in formulating service policy, and provides a convenient 

unit for the collection of census data. In Havant it is fortunate that 

wards, or groups of wards, correspond closely to the boundaries of the 

sub-areas of the suburb. Nevertheless some use must be made of sub-

areas as units of analysis in their own right. This will enable 

conclusions to be made concerning the spatial rivalry of sub-areas over 

facility provision - a rivalry which, in Havant, takes the form of a 

notion that core areas of the Borough receive more services than 

peripheral neighbourhoods. 

An investigation of who benefitted from the original supply of 

leisure facilities necessitates the quantification of leisure facility 

supply. Simple locational analysis is inadequate as it fails to allow 

for individual variation among a wide range of facilities. An index of 

supply must be defined incorporating parameters reflecting variations in 
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facility size, quality, accessibility and centrality. Facility size is 

easily calculated ty measuring the area of facilities on large scale 

Ordnance Survey plans enabling distinction to be drawn between the vast 

range of facility sizes. Facility quality reflects both the length of 

time which the opportunity is available to the general public and the 

repair of the facility. Opening hours may be easily assessed by field 

visits to facilities while repair is best quantified in relation to a 

surrogate measure, such as a ^ of a facility. Accessibility in this 

case can be related to the utility of a facility to two different 

groups of users. The bus-home user may be catered for by calculating 

the distance, by the shortest route, from tte nearest bus stop. 

Similarly those arriving at a facility by car can be considered by 

counting tte number of car parking spaces provided. The final concept, 

that of centrality, is a measure which relates a ward population 

distribution to the distribution of facilities (Massam, 1975). Central 

points weighted for population may be calculated for each area, and the 

deviations of facilities calculated. Road distance is an acceptable 

measure of deviation here, since the incorporation of a time dimension 

would be dubious owing to wide variations in travel times and modes of 

transport. 

These raw parameters can each be investigated for areal variation, 

ani also amalgamated to create a composite overall index of suiply 

indicating the distribution of benefits from the existing facility 

supply. The technique to be used tere is that recommended by Smith 

(1975b) involving a summation of the parameters expressed as standard 

score transformations. In the case of accessibility, a Kavant Borough 

Council report (H.B.C. 1975) has indicated tliat car transport is twice 

as inportant as bus transport as a means of access to facilities, so a 

weight of two is adopted in this specific case. 

The resultant index of supply may be analysed by correlation to 

determine the significance of ary relationship between existing leisure 

facility supply and the potential 'underclasses' of lower socio-

economic and rented tenure groups. Additionally consideration must be 

given to the degree of discriraimtion against the various subdistricts 

of the Borough. A fourth factor, to be examined descriptively, must 

be the role played by the historic development of the Borough in 

determining the level of facility provision. It is not foreseen that 
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decisiornnalcing analysis will provide any dnportant explanatory power 

at this stage, as mary of the facilities unier consideration vere 

erected before the creation of the present decision making structure. 

It is however intended that analysis stould facilitate the identification 

of vhether disadvantaged areas were those of lower socio-economic status, 

local authority housing or peripheral regiom of the Borough. 

An analysis of facility supply is but one elonent of leisure 

service need vfliich must be considered in a study of territorial justice 

in allocation. Attention must also turn to danand for leisure services; 

low supply may result either fron discrimination, or simply from lack 

of demand. Conversely high need for new facilities can be identified 

where demand is high and supply is low. Three measures of danand can 

be identified. Voiced demands, abstracted from local newspapers, are 

constrained in their usefulness by the ability of different societal 

groups to articulate their vdshes, so are not accurate indicators of 

reed (Verba and Nie, 1972) though they may indicate local dissatisfaction 

with provisio: . The general relationship between leisure danand and 

certain socio-economic factors, notably high status and existing 

participation, is a more satisfactory basis for the analysis of daiiand. 

Damnd assessed in this way, fron census data and information on leisure 

clubs, is biased in favour of the existing user. This approach therefore 

indicates only a subset of total danand, itself represented by all 

HKTObers of groups at whan multipurpose centres are aimed. An indexing 

systan similar to that outlined above but based on high socio-economic 

status and club distribution will therefore only reflect existing user 

demaM. A second index, representing potential danand through such 

parameters as sub-areal totals of pensioners, single parent families 

and, to reflect the most likely facility users, the under forties, may 

also be constructed. Subtracting the first index from the second will 

give a broad indication of the additional potential which a facility 

could hope to attract in each area. Conversely by sunming the two 

indices a solution will be generated which is weighted towards existing 

user danand. Theoretically this solution could be regarded as an 

efficiency-inaximisirg situation, vjhereas the former process would 

indicate iirpact-maximisation. 

Need, combinir^ supply and danand, is best found graphically (fig. 4), 

Point A is the hypothetical point of greatest need. Curves X and Y 
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measure deviations frcm this point, such that wards M, N and 0 are 

seen to have greatest need. Area L is overprovided with facilities 

whereas curve S = D indicates a balance of supply and danand. 

Areas identified as having high need may be canpared with those 

selected t&r the couixil for development. Reasons for differences 

migit initially be sought in terms of allocation to areas of certain 

socio-economic or tenure characteristics, however, as indicated 

earlier, prime attention will be directed at the explanatory'' power of 

an analysis of the decision^mking structure (fig. 5) • 

This will be pursued through an investigation of the roles played 

by three groups of political actors in the decision-iraking process. 

Ihe examination of the councillors role will consider the part played 

by key councillors in securing resources, the influence of councillors' 

perceptions of need and the place of party politics in the 

determination of allocation. In the latter case Johnston (1979) has 

instanced work v^ich suggests that party control, swing and marginality 

ra^ be important influences on allocation, with majority parties on 

councils using allocation as an electoral weapon. Such theories have 

been little tested in the UK and, in addition, differential allocation 

between constituent sub-areas of suburbs has hitherto been ignored. 

A consideration of the council officers' part in allocation involves 

an assessment of the decision rules, techniques and constraints 

enployed to select sites for final deliberation by councillors. Finally 

the influence, if ary, of pressure groups must be considered. 

The methodology outlined above permits an evaluation of the 

previous distribution of leisure facilities and the territorial 

justice of new proposals. Theoretically allocation should be to 

areas of high need, that is areas of poor supply and high demand for 

leisure facilities. Secondly the local authority should attempt to 

redistribute leisure resources to areas which have previously failed 

to benefit from allocation. It is expected that reality will 

deviate from this ideal; consequently it is hypothesised that the 

existing distribution of facilities will discriminate against under-

class areas, and that the locations of proposed new facilities will be 

socially sub-optimal as a result of activity associated with the decision-

making structure. 
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Enpirical testing - leisure facilities in Havanfc Borough 

1. Present resources 

Data to facilitate the operationalization of the above methodology 

was collected in a program of field visits to all indoor leisure facilities 

in Havant Borough in May 1979, shortly after the locations for tlie new 

developments were decided. A list of facilities produced by the Borough 

council formed the basis of the field work. Standaiii scores for the 

parameters suggested in the previous section vjere calculated and areal 

variations in provision examined follovdng the process shovm in Pig. 

Ihe spatial pattern of each parameter, as well as the composite index, 

was conpared with the potential explanatory factors of road distance from 

respective ward population centroid to the Borough Civic Centre (the 

'spatio-political Inypothesis', designed to reflect possible discrimination 

against outlying areas of the Borough) and the more traditional underclass 

indicators of percentage in socio-economic class one and percentage in 

owner occupied housirg. Ihe pattern of provision vms also related^ in 

a more descriptive fashion, to the developmental history of the area. 

The spatial variation in facility quality indicated that best 

facilities were to be found in the tourist area of East Ifeyling and in 

peripheral Hartplain. Above average provision was also evident in West 

Ifeyling, in central Leigh Park where some planned provision has occurred, 

and in Pur brook and Bedliampton. On a sub-areal basis the best provision 

was on Ifeyling Island. A significant correlation at the 90^ level 

indicated that qualitative vjtiation favoured peripheral areas of the 

Borough, in direct contrast to the hypothesis that best provision would 

be in central areas. No relationship was found between socio-economic 

status of an area and facility quality, nor could ary statistically 

valid conclusions be made concerning a possible relationship to housing 

tenure. The clustering of older, poorer quality facilities in the older 

parts of the Borough suggests that the historical development explanatory 

hypothesis is the most conclusive in this case. 

The pattern of facility size distribution indicated ttet the 

largest facilities were concentrated in fevant itself, reflecting 

hierarchical provision of facilities and the influence of historical 

factors. Havant, as tte Borough centre, is the headquarters of several 
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leisure organisations, as well as containir^ facilities provided 

before the development of many other parts of the Borough. After 

Havanb in the provision hierarchy co'ne the subdistrict centres of 

Vfeterlooville, Hay ling, Emsworth and central Leigh Park. The latter 

case is, perhaps, ancraolous as facilities cluster alorg a single 

road in Leigh Park vhich represents the boundary of two ivards vAiich 

thus appear to have relatively good provision. Newspaper claims of 

insufficient leisure provision on the estate (News, Novonber 1978) are, 

however, justified, as the periphery is poorly provided for. The 

shape of the units of analysis contributes to this ancraaly. 

Correlative investigations of the spatiopolitical and tenure 

hypotheses in this case both fail to reach significance, but a 

relationship with socio-economic status is indicated at the 95^ level. 

Higher status areas were found to contain more and larger facilities. 

Reasons for this may be traced to local inhabitants' higher incomes 

influencing the size of local private facilities. There is, however, 

indication of anomalies associated with recent planned developments in low 

status Leigh Park, and the total lack of facilities in private housing 

estates, x̂ here inhabitants would appear to have to travel to leisure 

facilities (White, 1973). Again the historical hypothesis is an 

effective explanatory factor, and if the overwhelmingly high provision 

in Havant is disregarded, peripheral areas are revealed as relatively 

well served; thus local opinion that Havant benefits excessively from 

facility distribution is justified, but it can be suggested that the 

periphery is not excessively disadvantaged. 

The urpattemed inequality of distribution in public services so 

characteristic of North American research is revealed in a consideration 

of the transport accessibility of Havant's leisure facilities. Î bne 

of the hypothesised explanatory factors is significant at the level 

and no distinct spatial pattern can be observed. The historical 

development hypothesis is, in this case, similarly invalid; within 

Leigh Park post-war planning controls would have been expected to 

minimise the transport accessibility problem, however the area contained 

both the 'best' and the 'worst' wards. 

Variations in the centrality of facility distribution, assessed 

by deviations from a calculated optimum location in each ward, indicated 

that greatest variation occurred in Hayling and Stakes, and least in 
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I-Iavanfcj Bnsworth ard Leigh Park. Obviously tte shape of wards was a 

considerable distorting factor in this case, tut ttere was seme 

indication that, vfliile socio-ecommic status, tenure and the spatio-

political dimension were poor explanatory factors, some influence 

cruld be ascribed to historical development. Wards with old or 

planned centres had more compact facility distributions than wards such 

as East Haylingj with three centres, and Stakes with no centre. 

Explanation of the individual parameters is therefore problematic. 

Correlation with socio-econonic, temre and spatio-political variables 

indicates the inapplicability, in this case, of Lineberry's 'underclass' 

iTTpothesis (Lineberry, 1977). Inequality of provision is, however, 

dononstrably present, and is best explained as a function of the 

developmental history of the Borougki. Amalgamatirg the individual 

parameters to produce a composite index of supply (Pig. 6 ) again 

reveals urpattemed inequality. Highest supply is in central Havant, 

followed ty Snsworth, West Hayling, the north and south extronities of 

the Waterlooville area and central Leigh Park. Itorst provision is in 

Bondfields and Stakes wards, both being over one standard deviation less 

than the mean provision (ffoon, 198O). It is difficult to identify 

observable relationships and infer causality from this pattern. Higli 

provision in central Havant may be justified ty the pre-eminent position 

of the area as the centre of the Borough and dominant settlement of the 

four sub-areas comprising the suburb. The spatio-political hypothesis is 

dubious as poor provision M s been found to occur in central as well as 

peripheral viards. Little credance can be attached to the importance of 

tenure and socio-economic status as explanatory factors as there is no 

systesnatic relationship. Good provision in older parts of the Borough 

and poor provision in post-war private estates and more recent local 

authority developments point to the importance of developmental history 

as an explanatory factor, and also to the problem of time-lag in the 

provision of leisure facilities on new council housing estates. 

2. Need for new facilities 

The proposed methodology requires the initial construction of indices 

of demand before proceeding to the consideration of need per se. The 

index of existing user demand was produced using just tvro representative 

parameters - percentage ward population in socio-economic groups one and 
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two, and percentage registered facility using oi^nisations per ward. 

this might appear to be a small rumber of parameters, it can 

be justified ty reference to research (Mercer 1973) vtxLch has 

indicated that multivariate studies of leisure demand exhibit high 

multicollinearity. High socio-econanic status and the receipt of 

higher education, for exanplej are both indicators of high danand, 

however they are also virtual substitutes in statistical terms. Lowest 

existing user damnd was found in Leigh Park reflecting not only low 

socio-economic status, but also the existence of relatively few 

or^nisations. Residents of the area appear to be less likely to 

participate in organised leisure activity, either frcra inclination, or 

as will later be argued, from lack of opportunity. Highest demand 

occurs in central Havant, a fact probably again accounted for by the 

centrality of that area. Potential dsnand, indicating where donand for 

facilities might occur if all potential users of leisure facilities are 

considered contrasts strongly mth the existing user based index. A 

strong potential donand exists in Stakes and parts of Leigh Park on an 

index reflecting ward totals of retired people, single parent families, 

under 40s and weighted by the total ward population. Hig^ existing user 

demand yet low potential donand in West Phyling and Purbrcok indicates 

that overall demand in these areas may well be relatively well 

satisfied. Voiced demands, the final category, wre abstracted from 

local and community newspapers for the period 1975-1980 and give an idea 

of the spatial variation in intensity of feeling over leisure provision. 

Assuming these views to be r^resentative of a larger body of local 

opinion (Burnett 1978), it appears that Leigh Park, and, to a lesser 

extent. Waterlooville and Emswrth residents make most demands for new 

facilities. Such voiced demands may be instrumental in gaining council 

help to remedy facility deprivation. 

A composite denand index indicating efficiency-maximising locations 

for new facilities by summing potential and existing user indices 

indicates highest danand in Cowplain, Hartplain, Stakes and Eedhanpton. 

Leigh Park retains relatively low denand. Impact-maximisation under the 

criteria outlined in the metholodogy suggests that a new facility would 

attract most new users in Leigh Park or Stakes. Tiriis measure is more 

socially just, disci'iminating positively in favour of those vAio could 

taice part in leisure . activity. 
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The efficiency and inpact maximising approaches provide the tvro most 

accurate assessments of demand, and, as a consequence, can be used in the 

calculation of need necessary" in the formulation of territorially just 

priorities for future allocation. Î ypothesising that need can be 

considered as high demand and low supply, two graphs can be produced 

(Fig. 7 ) shDvdrs supply against efficiency and iitpact oriented danand 

measures respectively. Ihe graphs are constructed viith rank values of 

supply and demand to reflect the fact that decision-making by councillors 

is frequently based on a simple conparison of which areas are better, 

Vî iich worse than a particular ward (Qyford, 1976). Interviews in the 

study area have suggested that the basis for demanding a facility has 

often simply been tliat another area already has one. By examining 

deviations fron the hypothetical point of least supply, hi^est demand, 

the wards with most need for facilities can be simply found. An over-

view of these priorities would suggest that development of leisure 

facilities is most needed in five broad areas: Stakes, north-west 

Water looville, lo-rifields, Bedhampton/Bamcroft and East Hay ling. Of 

these areas, higliest priority would favour Stakes, Bondfields (eastern 

Lei^ Park) and Bedhanpton/Barncroft (western Leigh Park). Suitable 

sites, as recommended in the Borough design brief for the construction 

of the activity centres, exist in each of these areas. 

These priorities would improve supply and satisfy danand for indoor 

leisure in Havant Borou^i. At the same time the proposals represent a 

major redistribution of leisure facilities to working class local 

authority estates lAich have previously provided restricted opportunity. 

3. Evaluation of proposed distribution of new facilities 

Tlie local authority recommended sites vere, with one exception, 

different to the needs based proposals outlined above. Only the Stakes 

area allocation appears justified on the basis of need. 

In terms of the spatio-political hj'pothesis, the actual allocation 

to Covvfplain, Vfest Hayling and Stalces was satisfactory. No allocational 

bias to the cantre of the Borough was evidenced and two peripheral areas 

benefitted. In socio-economic and tenure terms, however, allocation was 

not particularly redistributive. Both Cowplain and Vfest Hayling are 

areas of owner occupied housing of medium to high status with Cowplain 
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conprising large private lx>usirg estates and West Ifeyling a substantial 

elderly and tourist population. Only in Stakes was leisure opportunity 

redistributed to benefit an area of local authority housing. Questions 

can therefore be posed concerning the proposed allocation. Particular 

points of investigation might involve examining the reasons wtv the 

Vfeterlooville area received tiro facilities, Why Ensworth received none, 

the needs of Leigh Park were ignored and v4iy the Hay ling centre was 

located away from the more heavily populated, more needy and more tourist 

oriented area of East I-Iayling. An analysis of the decision-making is 

the best way to illustrate such points. 

The initial identification of areas for development was undertaken 

by the officers of the council. Their decision-making process effectively 

ruled out the possibility of leisure facility construction in large areas 

of the Borough. Interviews ani examination of council minutes reveal that 

quantitatively rigorous allocation techniques were not aiployed. Ihe 

basic nethod appears to have involved identifying areas of poor service, 

defined as areas lying outside an arbitrarily defined lialf mile radius 

service zone dram round facilities deemed to be of conparable size to 

those proposed. Areas of poor service were identified in west Waterlooville, 

Widley, north Bnsworth and %st Bedhanroton as well as those areas to 

vhich facilities were ultimately allocated. The effectivoiess of the 

technique was limited however as it was based purely on the supply of 

facilities and, through time constraints, ignored demand and need. A 

furtter constraint on site selection vjas the need to find sites of at 

least one acre in order to permit construction of the proposed size of 

facility, also, as finance was limited, proposed sites had to be in 

Borough Ovvnership to limit the costs of site assembly. Effectively this 

restricted available sites to suitably sized paries within the search 

area; thus a limited choice of sites faced the councillors when they 

came to make the final decision. 

As a basis to their decision-making tlrie Borough councillors were 

required to assess the need for leisure facilities in their wards, thus 

an, albeit subjective, needs element vra.s contained in the decision-

making model. Attention here, however, will be on the influence on site 

selection of the factors suggested in the methodology - the role of key 

councillors, councillor perceptions, the spatio-political dimension and 

party politics. Key councillors, defined as Committee Chairmen, the 
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leader* of the Council and the Ifeyor, are not thought to have exerted 

pressure to secure facilities for their wards. Strong representations 

for facilities were made from Cowplain and Stakes, but there is no 

evidence to suggest that allocation was a result of the influential 

positions of the respective councillors. Key councillors, in general, 

tended to adopt 'statesman' roles (Gyford 1976) and refrained from 

pressing the interests of their particular wards. Coumillors' 

individual, personal perceptions of need for leisure facilities may, 

howver, influence their voting on allocational decisions. Participant 

observation at council meetings and interviews with councillors revealed 

that certain members held views of need distribution vtiich bore little 

resemblance to the analysis presented here. Two particular perc^tions 

which may have been influential in the decision-making process related 

to statements that Bnsworth, by virtue of its coastal position, does not 

need facilities, and that Leigh Park has already benefitted extensively 

fran Borough allocation policy. The latter statement is undoubtedly 

comected vath the peculiar politico-geographic position of Leigh Park 

as a Portsmouth City Council owned overspill estate. The spatio-

political dimension, coixerned in itself xd.th councillors' perceptions 

of resource allocation, vns, as has been stated, satisfactorily 

countered by the proposed allocation. The allocation of two facilities 

to the Waterlooville area can, however, be taken to reflect the fact 

that most ccmplaints over lack of provision came fran this area. 

The influence of party politics on allocation is more contentious 

and, in the British context, less lilcely, given the loiown relationship 

of local election results to mtional politics rather than local iss'ies 

(Taj/lor and Johnston, 1979). Some relationship can, nevertheless, be 

seen betvjeoi leisure service allocation and local party politics in 

Havant. The vote buying typothesis (Johnston 1979) would suggest that 

the ruling (Conservative) party might allocate facilities to margiml 

wards in an attempt to buy the loyalty of voters. All the wards Wiich 

received an allocation can be considered under this heading. Stakes 

is highly marginal, experiencing a 13% swing amy fran the Conservatives 

since 1975. The Conservative winning margin was only 10.5^ in 1979, a 

margin which could easily be overcome in a local election. The 

development of a large new local authority housing estate in the arm, 

in 1980-1985 will increase the proportion of likely Labour voters at a 

time vjhen the Conservative popu].arity should be waning. The allocation of 
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a large and inportanb item of local authority expenditure to the ward 

might therefore be considered as a politically expedient decision. In 

Covplain the party political motive, again related to marginality, 

beccanes more complex. A potentially large Ratepayer vote in the ivard 

was finally realised in the return of a candidate in 1979, the only 

reverse suffered in the Borough by the Conservatives that year. Both 

the vdmer and the losing Conservative had supported the need for a 

facility, but the vdmer was aligned with a strong popular pressure 

group lAich argued successfully for the resiting of the facility. As 

a vote tuyirg tactic allocation would therefore appear to have failed 

in this case, however the ward ra.iains marginal. The selection of a 

site in West Hayling, as opposed to a more justifiable site in East 

Hay ling, can also be considered in terms of vote buying. A declining 

Ratepayer/Independent presence exists in West Hay ling, vfliere the 

Conservatives gained a svang of 22$ in 1979, but East Hayling is a 

safe Conservative ward where allocation would serve no useful party 

political purpose. Similarly no vote buyirg possibilities exist in 

Lei^ Park #iere sites can be recommended on the basis of need. Labour 

control is total in this area, with the only significant opposition 

being provided by the Liberal party; the Conservatives would stand no 

lilcelihood of electoral gain through facility allocation. Though 

perhaps far-fetched in this context, and unlikely to be verified, the 

vote buying approach can, therefore, be applied and, probably merely 

throu^i coincidence, upheld. 

Pressure groups, as a final group of political actors in the 

decision-making process, also play a small part in the determination of 

the location of new leisure facilities. At the Hayling site a small veil 

organised group was successful in obtaining design alterations to the 

facility to maintain a quiet environment and the peace of an old peoples 

home. Protestations agairst the need to demolish a groundsmans' house 

to permit the construction of the facility were, however, over-ruled. 

More serious problems occurred at the Cowplain site W:ere an 'action 

group' with mainly middle class membership was formed. Hiis was 

ultimately successful in getting the facility site moved from a 

situation adjacent to an Infants School and high status housing to 

another part of Cowplain Recreation Ground next to some local authority 

tousing. Thus the owner occupiers were rid of ar̂/- noise problem. 
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Ihe analysis of the conplex web of influences and activities 

comprising the decision-making process provides one way ty vdiich an 

understanding can be gained of the distribution of leisure facilities 

within the study area. It is argued that the ecological and under-

class correlations characterising woric such as Idmberry's (Lineberry, 

1977) are tut one step in the task of explainirg the differential 

distribution of public services. As Lineberry himself concluded: 

"... the decisional premises of the public bureaucracies 

offer a kind of missing link in the analysis of the 

allocative processes and outcomes of urban government." 

(lineberry 1977 p.146) 

Conclusions 

Ihe model tested here can be summarised as in Fig. 8 . Naturally 

the proposed methodology is not problon-free. The empirical indices 

can, for example, be criticised on foui* counts. A wide variety of 

facility sizes were considered lAen formulatirg the supply index as 

it vas necessary to consider all facilities housing activities which 

could be accomodated in multipurpose leisure centres. Problems arose 

in compressing tliis variation to form a single supply index; this was 

countered ty using the facility size parameter. Multicollinearity of 

denand indicators was countered by the use of a seemingly small yet 

suitably representative data base. The use of i ards, political divisions 

of which fevj people know the boundaries, was necessitated through the 

intention to examine party political influences; a consideration of sub-

areal cleavages and the often close correspondence of ward boundaries 

with perceived communities in Havant however aided analysis. Ihe 

problem of facilities on, or near, iiard boundaries (Webster and Stewart 

1975) was small in Havant and was solved ty the usual process of splitting 

facility scores between the ivards concerned. 

Particular conclusions which can be drawn include the suggestion 

that political influence is present in leisure service allocation. The 

need based resource priorities defined for the purposes of this analysis 

are also simple, easily calculated guides to territorial justice in 

allocation and illustrations of equitable priorities for future 

developments. The differentiation of inpact and efficiency maximising 
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solutions is interesting as the real-world proposals can be seen to 

correspond relatively well with the efficiency based priority scheme. 

Actual proposed sites vere in or adjacent to areas reccsnnended 

suggesting that the decision process provided sites conforming to the 

usual allocation policy of economic feasibility rather than the 

socially suitable locations preferred in this research. 

Territorial justice in allocation W8.s satisfied to sane extent, 

however positive discrimination cannot be said to have occurred 

except in the case of Stakes ward. Redistribution of leisure 

opportunity could have been greater, benefitting lower socio-econcanic 

groups in areas doninated by local authority housing. It does appear 

though that the Borou#i council are aware of the problems of service 

provision in a socially, spatially and politically fragnented suburban 

area. Further research might be directed at quantifying political 

influence, examining the question of viiether local authorities should 

be concermd with territorial justice and positive discrimination, or 

perhaps most fruitfully, testing the model in other suburban jurisdictions. 
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Apperdix 

The Indices 

During a program of field visits to all indoor leisure facilities 

in Havant Borou^ parameters were assessed facilitating the construction 

of an index of supply of leisure facilities. Ratings were produced for 

each facility reflecting quality, floor space, user convenience and 

centrality. The number of organisations using a facility, reflecting 

public access, and facility repair were used as indicators of quality. 

A threefold rarikirg system was employed in both cases: 

1 4+ organisations Mew/Recent decoration 

2 2-4 organisations Post War 

3 1 organisation Pre var facilities poor woodwork 

^he scores of each facility on these two parameters was sunmed and 

converted to a standard score (S). Sumnation of the standard scores 

produced a vjard total which was corrected for the number of facilities 

per ward. A similar process was followed with each supply indicator. 

Floor space estimated from 6" OS plans was condensed to three categories 

corresponding to sirg^e hits, 'hall' type facilities and multi-rocm 

'centres'. User conveniejxe reflected, in three categories, bus 

convenience and car convenience; 

1 bus stop within frontage own car park > 10 cars 

2 bus stop < 200m street parking 

3 bus stop > 200m no parking 

Car use, as noted in the text, was weighted ty a factor of tvjo; the 

normal standard score procedure then applied. Finally centrality 

reflected standard scores of the distance of each facility from a 

hypothetical optimum location at the ward population centre of gravity. 

The demani irxlex involved construction of standard scores reflecting 

ward, % socio-economic groups 1 and 2, % registered leisure groups, % 

total population, % single parent families, % > 40, % retired; with the 

©ccq>tion of the second parameter all data was from the 1971 census. 

Ihe first two parameters indicated existing user donand, the last four 

potential demand. Existing user demand was seen as a subset of 
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potential demand, as a consequence existing user demand plus potential 

demand indicated a situation biased to the existing user-efficiency 

maximisation. Potential donand minus existing user danand on the other 

hand illustrated the impact maximising possibilities of new centres. 



The Data I 

I 
Vferd 

i 

I 

<d 

I 
8 

B 

§ 1 
I 
H 

Hartplaan 2.00 -0.97 -0.91 0.31 0.43 8 
Cowplsln -0.5 -0.26 -0.3 1.59 0.53 10 
Waterloo -0.37 -0.01 0.11 0.12 -0.15 6 
Stakes -2.0 -0.99 -0.95 -2.09 -6.03 1 
Purbrook 0.06 0.02 -0.08 0.53 0.49 9 
Bedhampton 0.27 -0.19 -0.74 0.46 -0.20 4 
S Faiths -l.l6 2.7 0.31 1.21 3.06 14 
Bamcroft 0.5 -0.99 0.75 -0.65 -0.39 3 
Battins -0.25 -0.12 0.22 0.72 0.57 11 
Bondfields -1.16 -0.7 0.56 -0.75 -2.05 2 
Warren -0.55 1.01 -0.35 0.75 0.86 12 
SnsTOrth -0.3 1.10 -0.72 0.81 0.89 13 
Idling E 1.85 0.38 -0.74 -1.66 -0.17 5 
Haylirg W 1.25 0.21 -0.26 -0.81 0.39 7 

S U P P L Y 

+ 
H 

o 
s 
•&5. 
0.45 
0.68 
1.02 
-0.35 
-0.01 
-0.01 
1.13 
-1.27 
-1.27 
-1.39 
-1.5 
1.37 

-0 .12 
1.25 

to 

I 
-0.38 
-0.34 
0.43 

-0.80 
-0.34 
-0.09 
2.97 
-1.0 
-0.2 
-0.51 
-0.93 
1.27 

-0.28 
-0.15 

A 

1.25 
1 
0.06 
0.34 
-0.9 
-1.25 
0.31 
0.93 
-0.34 
0.46 
1.84 
-0.93 
-1.31 
-1.18 

I 
0.2 
-0.39 
0.02 
0.16 
0.36 
0.76 
0.36 
-1.97 
43.92 
-1.21 
-1.21 
1.15 
1.58 
1.15 

I 

0.29 
-1.49 
-1.04 
0.44 
-0.74 
0.44 
-0.59 
0.33 
-0.14 
0.89 
1.64 
0 
1.49 
-1.79 

-0.37 
-0.25 -1.22 
-0.05 
-0.72 -2.00 

D E M A N D 
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The existing user and potential danand indices were standardised for 

their numbers of variables by dividing by tvjo and four respectively 

and inpact and efficiency maximisirg indices calculated as above. 

Raric Rank 
Efficency l4 = best liipact l4 = best 

Hartplain 0.34 • 12 -0.36 5 ' 

Complain 0.08 10 -0.26 7 

VJaterloo -0.01 7 -0.59 4 

Stalces 0.01 9 0.43 11 

Purbrock -0.67 3 -0.33 6 

Bedharpton 0.14 11 0.24 9 

St Faiths 2.29 14 -1.81 1 

Bamcroft -0.49 4 0.79 12 

Battins -1.31 1 -0.07 8 

Bondfields -0.83 2 1.07 13 

Vferren -0.24 5 2.18 14 

Bnsworth 1.60 13 -1.04 3 

Ilayling E -0.19 6 "1.29 2 

Hayling W -0.01 7 0.39 10 






